Philips Dictation is the global leader in professional dictation solutions. Founded in Austria in 1954 we have been a driving force for innovative voice-to-text solutions for over 60 years. The company developed groundbreaking products such as SpeechExec workflow software, the Philips SpeechAir voice recorder, the Philips SpeechMike Premium USB dictation microphone and the Philips Dictation Recorder app for smartphones, thus meeting its demands for excellence and superior quality. With the latest innovation, the cloud-based dictation service Philips SpeechLive, voice file management and document creation is faster and easier than ever before.

For service and support your local Philips certified Enterprise distribution partner is your first point of contact. Should the problem not be solvable directly, our certified partner has the possibility to contact Philips Dictation support to solve your request.

With Philips Dictation being on the market for over 60 years and constantly investing in improving our solutions, you have a stable and future-proof business partner on your side, assisting you after your purchase in the longterm.
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A 30-day free trial includes:
- 20 user licenses for simultaneous use of Enterprise Dictate and Transcribe
- 1 Enterprise Manager license
- 1 Statistics Module license
- 1 Workflow Manager license

SpeechMike Premium USB dictation microphone and the Philips Dictation Recorder app for smartphones, reproducing the essentials for excellence and superior quality. With the latest innovation, the cloud-based dictation service Philips SpeechLive, voice file management and document creation is faster and easier than ever before.
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SpeechExec Enterprise
Geared for the future!

Philips SpeechExec Enterprise is perfect fit for customers preferring a ready-to-use dictation workflow solution. It is ideal for companies with central administration, an insightful statistics module, seamless speech recognition integration and advanced workflow features for authors and typists.

IT managers are in control of the entire dictation workflow at all times with central administration. They can install SpeechExec Enterprise through silent setup and their administrator and help users seamlessly reducing the need for local support.

Authors have various choices to dictate. They can stay with their familiar digital voice recorders or record with the Philips SpeechMike Air. Whether their choice, dictations are easily integrated in any workflow with SpeechExec Enterprise.

Assistants see assigned dictations at a glance and can simply start typing by connecting a foot control and headset to the PC. If authors use the integrated real-time speech recognition option, corrections can be done immediately.

My IT Manager has everything under control.

Central administration
My IT Manager everywhere, even remote. My management system relies on the file, system settings security. The organization’s productivity increases. Software includes a CE7 guarantee secure operation.

Automated workflow
My company’s resources are fully leveraged. Work routing, delegation of work groups, and linkages between authors and transcribers are centrally managed. Scheduling determines who to dictate specific files and when to start and to finish.

Workstation independent
I can access the solution from any computer.

Workstation independent password settings allow users to log on to any computer within the company network and access its file systems and handwriting environment.

One joint dictation workflow solution
All users within my company work with one solution.

Hardware support
All software and hardware components work together.

One joint dictation workflow solution
All users within my company work with one solution.

Included modules
Enterprise Dictate for authors
This dictation module processes user files from digital voice recorders (Philips SpeechMike, Philips Pocket Memo and Philips Dictation apps) and any dictation devices (Philips SpeechMike). Reusing dictation, priority, indexing, work routing and keywords can be customized to the author's needs. Allows long documents to dictation time to keep data organized.

Enterprise License server
This license server manages the Enterprise system and transaction modules, the Workflow Manager and the Statistics Module.

Enterprise Transcribe for transcriptionists
This transcription software allows efficient access to digital voice files. Visual workflow management, including sort, search, and filter options and job information such as author, length and priority, assure productive transcription and full document functionality. With the ergonomic Philips foot control, all transcription and administration functions can be controlled with your foot keeping your fingers on the keyboard.

Optional modules
SpeechExec Enterprise uses a concurrent licensing model. This makes the solution very cost effective.

Workstation independent
I can access the solution from any computer.

Active Directory
SpeechExec supports Microsoft Active Directory services.

Statistics Module
Integrated comprehensive statistics on dictation, transcription job data, workflow and handwriting graphics. Reports can be exported to Microsoft Excel, Adobe Acrobat, Crystal Reports or displayed in PDF documents.

SpeechExec Mobile Server
Manage knowledge from the phone. Dictation Recorder app for iPhone. BlackBerry. Android or Windows and distribute the recorded files automatically at Speaker. Enterprise.
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